One of the most titled Lithuanian art photographers, press photographer RAMŪNAS DANISEVIČIUS invites you for such acquaintance. We introduce you with Vilnius Photo Map – inspiring and undiscovered corners Vilnius city has. And for those who are only traveling to work, only passing the streets in a rush, getting to know Vilnius Photo Map – just raise your eyes from the pavement towards the roofs, have a glance over your heads. The lens of photography is everything: preferable frames are captured on the ground and under the mask of the camera. In the rays of the sun, the shadows of the city keep their shape, rest their corners. These corners are also frequent in the photos of the tireless explorer. One of the most titled Lithuanian art photographers, press photographer RAMŪNAS DANISEVIČIUS – just raise your eyes from the pavement towards the roofs, have a glance over your heads. The lens of photography is everything: preferable frames are captured on the ground and under the mask of the camera. In the rays of the sun, the shadows of the city keep their shape, rest their corners. These corners are also frequent in the photos of the tireless explorer. One of the most titled Lithuanian art photographers, press photographer RAMŪNAS DANISEVIČIUS.
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One of the most titled Lithuanian art photographers, press photographer RAMŪNAS DANISEVIČIUS.
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This publication includes Lithuanian most famous photographers and photography works. Among them is the photographer V. Alesius, who is not afraid of difficult shots, he often photographs under the mask of the camera to take an eye-catching image. Now we introduce you with one of his photos.
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